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Contents Overview

(×1) Varia Panel

(×8) Ball Socket KIT 3-15-1695-K

(×8) =


(×8) 1/16" Cable 3-15-1674

(×8) Cable Coupler 3-15-1675

(×8) Socket Cup 3-15-1689

(×16) ¾" × 1¼" Fastener for Wood 3-15-0841

(×16) ¾" × 1¼" Fastener Multi-Substrate 3-15-0842
Overview

The 400.17 solution that uses heat formed Varia to create beautiful ceiling features. The Shapes ball and socket hardware makes the panel easy to install and also to adjust.

96" max (2439mm)

48" (1220mm)
1 Position and Mark Mounting Locations

Place panel on floor in desired position. Use laser level to mark mounting surface aligned with holes. Take into account the desired angle of panel and adjust holes accordingly. You can also splay cables out to prevent swaying from HVAC in longer installations.
Installation

2 Install Cables and Couplers into Mounting Surface

3 Install Sockets and Grippers

Install sockets into panel and feed cable through sockets and into grippers. Pull through to suspend panel.
Installation

4 Trim Cables and Glue Ends